The Premium Range
‘The ultimate burger experience’

95% Wagyu Style Steak Burger 282g x 24
Our Steak Burger is made from Wagyu beef a Japanese native breed. Wagyu beef is widely acknowledged as the
finest beef in the world. Wagyu has an unrivalled reputation for its extraordinary tenderness and flavour. We source
our Wagyu beef from certified breeders to ensure full traceability and this, along with our expertise in burger making,
has produced an award winning and exceptional burger. The taste of our burger rivals pâté de foie gras for richness
and tenderness and is produced from the only beef scientifically proven to be suitable for a low cholesterol diet.
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95% Aberdeen Angus Steak Burger 170g x 24 282g x 24
Aberdeen Angus beef is regarded as one of the finest meat products in the world. The marbled fat interwoven
through the lean meat ensures tenderness when cooked and brings out flavour and succulence. Our Aberdeen
Angus burger is sourced from certified UK breeders and only the very finest cuts of Aberdeen Angus beef is used
to make our burgers.

90% Premium Halal (thick) Ball Beef Burger 170g x 36
Our Ball Burger is a unique product, hand finished by you to produce the appearance of a home made burger.
This Premium Beef burger is made from the finest cuts of meat, specially trimmed and coarsely minced to produce
the unmistakeable full flavours and succulent textures of a home made burger. The process of flattening the burger
releases the flavours and enhances the textures of this exceptional product.

90% Premium Halal (thick) Beef Burger 113g x 48
Our Premium Beef Burger is developed from the finest Halal certified beef available and is purely 90% beef with a
hint of seasoning.

90% Chipotle Halal Premium Burger 170g x 24 113g x 48
This Premium 90% chipotle burger uses a unique blend of seasoning to create a succulent and tasty burger with
a definite ‘chilli kick’ and a delicate smokey aftertaste. This is ideal for those looking to offer something different
without compromising on quality.
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